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Vector Analysis
By Owen Duffy

Installation view of “Louise Lawler: No Drones.” Left wall: Pollock and Tureen (traced) (1984/2013), signed certificate, installation instructions, match print
on vinyl adhesive and vector-based Illustrator file, dimensions variable; Right wall: No Drones (2013), 12 embossed glasses (6 white and 6 black), 2 glass
shelves and 4 brackets, each glass 15 x 5 cm, over all 16 x 110 x 10 cm (framed). Sprüth Magers London, 2 July–23 August, 2014. Photo ©Stephen White.

“Louise Lawler: No Drones”
Sprüth Magers, London
2 July – 23 August 2014

A

t the end of Grafton Street in London,
Sprüth Magers’ large, prosceniumlike window gave passersbys a glimpse
of Louise Lawler’s exhibition. Most of
the works inside were black-and-white
tracings of her photographs of famous
artworks in domestic spaces, institutions and storage. With the help of children’s book author, illustrator and artist
Jon Buller, Lawler made vector files—
enlarged without loss of quality—from
the images, printed them on vinyl and
adhered them to the gallery walls, offering a new way to view her oeuvre and the
original works that appear in it.
Pollock and Tureen (traced) (1984/2013)
38

is more than a digitalized redux of her
photograph of a Pollock painting hanging over a collector’s soup dish. The skeletal vector conversion can be fitted to any
space—in this case, to the gallery’s longest
wall. The painting is transformed into a
linear graphic, flattening Pollock’s splatters of paint and reducing them to almost
unrecognizable outlines—a sly doubling
of Pollock’s medium-specific work, which
Clement Greenberg argued was about
painting and its intrinsic flatness.
As in the other prints, the off-white
vinyl of Dots and Slices (traced) (2006/2013)
subtly sets the work apart from the gallery wall. Here Lawler revisits her photograph of Damien Hirst’s dot painting and
bisected sheep awaiting auction at Christie’s. Through a second layer of mediation, Lawler neutralizes the sculpture’s
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visceral qualities and presents a caricature of the preserved sheep, cut in half
but cartoonish and innocuous.
Complementing the vinyl editions are
several smaller archival prints with gouache
on paper, such as Untitled (traced and
painted) (2006/2013/2014), and an installation of glass shelves with drinking glasses
inscribed “No Drones.” The focus of the
show, however, remains the vinyl prints,
which raise profound questions about
authenticity, ownership and conservation
in the digital age. How does our relationship to art change when images become
computer files with infinite dimensions?
What happens to Walter Benjamin’s “aura”
in the age of digital reproduction?
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